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ADMINISTRATIVE INCREMENT
AIRPORT MECHANIC
ASSEMBLY HALL PHYS SUPERVISOR
ASSEMBLY HALL STAGEHAND
ASSISTANT OPERATING ENGINEER
ASSISTANT STEAM DIST OPERATOR
ASSMB HALL STGHD
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN
AUTOV BODY RPMN TECHCN
AUTOV TECHNICIAN
BLDG HEAT/FROST INSULATOR
BRICKMASON
BRICKMASON FOREMAN
BUILDING HEAT/FROST INSULATOR
BUILDING MECHANIC
BUILDING MECHANIC (LUA)
BUILDING MECHANIC (LUFB)
BUILDING OPERATING ENGINEER
CARPENTER
CARPENTER FOREMAN
CARPENTER SUBFOREMAN
CARPENTER SUB-FOREMAN
CEMENT FINISHER
CEMENT FINISHER (HH RATE)
CEMENT FINISHER FRMN (LU)
CHIEF BLDG OPERATING ENGR
CONSTR PROJ MGR
CONSTRUCTION PROJ MGR
COSTUMER
DRIVER FOREPERSON (LU)
DRIVER SUB-FOREPERSON (LU)
ELEC (TEAM LEAD)
ELECTRICIAN
ELECTRICIAN FOREMAN
ELECTRICIAN SUBFOREMAN
ELECTRICIAN SUB-FOREMAN
ELEVATOR MECH FRMN
ELEVATOR MECHANIC
EQUIPMENT SERVICE SUPERVISOR
EQUIPMENT SERVICE WORKER
FACILTS OPER MGR
FURNITURE RESTORER
GLASS BLOWER
GROUNDSD EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
INSTRM MKR
INSTRUMENT MAKER
INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN
IRONWORKER
IRONWORKER FOREMAN
LAB MECHANIC
LABORATORY MECHANIC
LOCKSMITH
LOCKSMITH FOREMAN
MACHINIST
MACHINIST FOREMAN
MAINTENANCE WORKER
MAINTENANCE WORKER (AL PARK)
MECHANIC, TEMPERATURE CONTROL
MILL WORKER
MILL WORKER FOREMAN
OPERATING ENGINEER
OPERATING ENGINEER FOREMAN
OPERATIVE CRANE ENGINEER
OPERATOR, WATER STATION
PAINTER
PAINTER (APPRENTICE)
PAINTER FOREMAN
PAINTER SUBFOREMAN
PAINTER SUB-FOREMAN
PIPFITTER
PIPFITTER (APPRENTICE)
PIPFITTER (LU)
PIPFITTER FOREMAN
PIPFITTER FOREPERSON
PIPFITTER SUB-FOREMAN
PLASTERER
PLUMBER
PLUMBER (LU)
PLUMBER FOREMAN
PLUMBER SUB-FOREMAN
PLUMBER SUB-FOREPERSON
POWER PLANT MECHANIC
PRE-PRESS TECHNICIAN
PRESS TECHNICIAN ASSISTANT
PRINT PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
PRINTING PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
PRINTING PRODUCTION COORD
RESEARCH LAB SHOP SUPERVISOR
ROOFER
ROOFER FOREMAN
SENIOR LABORATORY MECHANIC
SHEET METAL FOREMAN
SHEET METAL SUB-FOREMAN
SHEET METAL WORKER
SHEET METAL WORKER (TAB)
SHEET METAL WRKR (TEAM LEAD)
SR CONSTR PROJ MGR
SR LAB MECH
STEAM & POWER PLANT III
STEAM & POWER PLANT IV
STEAM AND POWER PLANT III
STEAM AND POWER PLANT IV
STEAM DISTRIBUTION OPERATOR
STEAM DSTRB FRMN
STEAM DSTRB SUB-FOREPERSON
STM & PWR PLANT III
SUPERVISOR, EQUIPMENT SERVICE
TECHNICIAN, AUTOMOTIVE
TEMP CTRL MECH (TEAM LEAD)
TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOREMAN
TEMPERATURE CONTROL MECHANIC
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUB-FRMN

THEATRICAL STITCHER

TOOL & INSTRUMENT MECHANIC

TU 1263 ELEC SUB-FRMN

TU 1263 ELECTRICIAN SUB FOREMN

TU 1263 ELECTRICIAN SUBFOREMAN

TU 1263 ELECTRICIAN SUBFRMN

TU 1263 ELECTRICIAN SUB-FRMN

TU 12631 ELEC SUBFRMN (LU)

TU 12631 ELECTRICIAN SUBFOREMN

TU 1264 ELECTRICIAN FOREMAN

TU 12641 ELEC FRMN (LU)

TU 1596 BRICKMASON FOREMAN

TU 1608 CEMENT FINISHER FRMN

TU 1644 ELEVATOR MECHANIC FRMN

TU 1704 IRON WORKER FOREMAN

TU 1704 IRONWORKER FOREMAN

TU 1704 IRONWRKR FRMN

TU 1733 LOCKSMITH FOREMAN

TU 1740 MACHINIST FOREMAN

TU 1756 MILLWORKER FOREMAN

TU 17561 MILLWORKER FOREMAN

TU 1759 OPERATING ENGR FRMN
TU 1930 PLUMBER SUB-FRMN
TU 19301 PLUMBER SUB-FOREMAN
TU 1938 SHEET METAL SUBFOREMAN
TU 1938 SHEET METAL SUB-FORMAN
TU 1938 SHEET METAL SUBFRMN
TU 1938 SHEET METAL SUB-FRMN
TU 1938 SHEET METAL SUBFRMN (TU 1938 SHEET MTL SUB-FRMN
TU 1938 SHEET MTL WKR SUBFRMN
TU 1954 STEAM DIST SUB-FOREMAN
TU 1962 PIPEFITTER SUBEFORMAN
TU 1962 PIPEFITTER SUBFOREMAN
TU 1962 PIPEFITTER SUB-FOREMAN
TU 1962 PIPEFITTER SUB-FORMAN
TU 1962 PIPEFITTER SUBFRMN
TU 1966 TEMP CONTROL SUB-FRMN
TU 1966 TEMP CTRL SUB-FOREMAN
TU 1966 TEMP CTRL SUBFRMN
TU 1969 WATER STA SUB FOREMAN
TU 1969 WATER STA SUB FOREPRSN
TU 1969 WATER STATION SUB-FRMN
TU 2046 AUTOV TECH ASST
TU 3650 SPRVSR OF BLDG CFTSMN
TU 4987 PWR PLANT MECH SUPVR
TU 4993 STM & PRW PLNT IV
TU 4993 STM & PWR PLANT IV
TU ELECTRICIAN SUB-FOREMAN
TU PAINTER SUB-FOREMAN
WATER STATION FOREMAN
WATER STATION OPERATOR
WATER STATION SUB-FOREMAN
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